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Q:l) Answer the following in short (Any Seven)
Write the use of <span> and <div> tag.
Differentiate <alink> and <vlink>
What is MIME?
Differentiate container and non container tags
What is DHTML?
What is URL?
Write the difference between server side and client side

Answer the folI<
A) Explain communication between client browser and server in detail
B) Explain frame with its merits and demerits.
OR

l) What is CSS? List its types and explain cascaded style sheet in detail
i-Answer in detail
) Explain FORM tag in detail.
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A) Explain formatting and image tag in detail.
B ) Explain audio video tags.
C) Write the use of marquee tag.

Q:4) Do as Directed
A) Write a detail note on lossy and lossless compression nW
OR

A) Explain in detail-.FTP

07

B) Write a JavaScript to accept string and convert it intc

05

C) What is DNS?

02

Q:5 ) Answer the following

14

A) Explain the structure of java script an^

document object.

05

OR j
A) Write a note on themes in front

05

B) Explain table ta*Tm-det I

05

C )How to import an

04

ject into flash? How to convert an object to a symbol?
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